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By Jenny Chapman

Macavon Media, United Kingdom, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Jenny Chapman (illustrator).
2nd Revised edition. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The second
book featuring Algy, with a cast of delightful wildlife characters, in a magical tale which transports
you to the beautiful west coast of the Scottish Highlands. When his friend falls ill with the babbling
bog fever, Algy sets out to find the peculiar ancient medicine which is the only cure. A thrilling and
heartwarming story of friendship and courage. In this strange and exciting adventure set in the West
Highland landscape, Algy is helped by his old friends and some charming new ones, but has to face
many dangers during his quest. But do not falter, try once more: Go back inside that golden door.
For ancient stories long have told That those whose hearts are also gold Will find a faithful guide,
who ll lead The way to what they truly need. The Tree with a Golden Heart is the second book in this
unique series of children s novels set in the beautiful but harsh environment of the wild west coast
of the Scottish Highlands, with a cast of memorable wildlife characters,...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication may be really worth a go through, and a lot better than other. It really is writter in simple terms and never di icult to understand. Once
you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Natalie Abbott-- Natalie Abbott

This book will not be simple to get going on reading but extremely exciting to read through. Yes, it can be play, still an interesting and amazing literature. I
am very easily could possibly get a delight of reading a written book.
-- Rene Olson-- Rene Olson
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